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Baltic Creative 
is a Community Interest 

Company which means it 
represents a “Community of 
Interest” around supporting 
the growth of the Creative & 

Digital sectors here in 
the Liverpool City 

Region.

cluster:
       array, assemblage,           
band, batch, bevy,            
      body, bunch, bundle,  
    chunk, collection, crew,   
         knot, group, gathering, 
 lot, pack, 
                    party, set...

Baltic Creative CIC 
is at the epicentre of 
Liverpool’s thriving 

creative and digital cluster 
in the Baltic Triangle 

district



Welcome to Baltic Creative CIC‘s 2017 Annual Report. There 
are two things I hope you’ll get from reading it. The first 
is a deeper understanding of the phenomenal progress 
Baltic Creative has made in the last two years. The second is 
confidence that our plans for the next three years are equally 
ambitious.

It’s been an incredibly busy time since we set out our Growth 
Plans in the Economic Review launched November 2015, 
which were elaborated in our 2016-2021 Business Plan 
launched January 2016. (Both are available on our website if 
you want to delve back in).

In looking forward to 2021, the CDI community and Baltic 
Creative Board both feel the same way about where our 
priorities lie, something confirmed by our five year review. 
These are:

To provide additional space for C&D Industries

To be an advocate for the CDI sector

To continue to play a role in the regeneration of the 
Baltic Triangle and its contribution to the City Region’s 
economic growth
 
Out of these, our key objective was to double our footprint 
to 90,000 sq/ft by 2021. I am delighted to report that we 
have exceeded that target in less than two years. Baltic 
Creative CIC now own and manage 118,000 sq/ft of Creative 
and Digital Space, serving 150+ companies.

All of this additional space is located in the Baltic Triangle, 
which has become synonymous with CDI sector growth 
regionally and internationally. As we continue to invest in the 
area, it continues to thrive and the emergence of the Brewery 
Village at CAINS demonstrates the continued demand for 
creative space as well as the opportunity that the CDI sector 
presents to the City Region’s economy. 

As a continuing advocate for the CDI sector our senior 
staff, board members and tenants are kept busy: lobbying, 
collaborating and attending sectoral stakeholder and partners 
events, meetings and groups. We do this to make sure that 
we are as informed as possible about what the sector needs, 
as well as sharing our learning and intelligence about how 
our core sectors might evolve and grow into the future.

The forecast
Our property continues to be fully let, and we currently have 
over 130 active enquiries for space. This is one of the things 
that gives us great confidence that our plans for growth are 
well-informed and sustainable.

Added to this, the 2017 Tech Nation report shows economic 
indicators confirming the sector will create 80,000 new 
creative and digital jobs in the next three years right here in 
the North of England. Through our pipeline developments, 
Baltic Creative will be able to provide a home for some of 
those new high value jobs in Liverpool’s Baltic Triangle.

Chair’s Statement
Erika Rushton

Our priorities:

To provide
 additional space for 

Creative & Digital Industries

To be an advocate for 
the CDI sector

To continue to play a role 
in the regeneration of the 

Baltic Triangle



New shop fronts 
on Jamaica Street

Every year Baltic Creative asks our Business Owners how their business is growing 
and improving. The feedback has been fantastic - here are some highlights from the 
last two years that I’d like to share: 

Despite these excellent numbers, we’re not about to become complacent. Our core 
sectors are always evolving, so we need to be agile and flexible too. While our plans 
for growth are detailed, they remain flexible enough to make sure we can adapt to 
the sector’s ever-changing needs.

As a reflection of this, we will be exploring how diverse Baltic Creative is over the 
coming year – from our staff, board and partners to our tenants and their employees. 
We will then be working together to ensure Liverpool City Region’s CDI sector benefits 
from the innovation and growth that inevitably occurs when diversity is encouraged 
and different worlds and people collide. 

Getting better

Our tenants now employ circa 500 people 
growing at a rate of 8% pa

Tenant Revenue Turnover is increasing at a rate of 7% pa

We now serve 150+ companies across the estate, 
(that’s 75% growth in 2 years!)

We’ve hosted 230+ events in the last 2 years

We’ve funded/part funded 50+ events to the tune of £60k

17 companies have grown through the space in the last 2 years

70% of businesses collaborate in some form

57% trade internationally – a 90% increase in the last 2 years

Customer Satisfaction remains extremely positive, 
85% Very Good or Excellent

We’ve developed a Succession Plan which is reviewed annually

We remain 100% occupied with 46 Northern Lights & 
86 Baltic Creative active enquiries!



Liverpool 
Biennial offices

Good governance & succession planning
We, the Baltic Creative Board, all believe a business built on 
the principles of good governance is more likely to succeed 
over the long term. We review our governance annually to 
stay ahead of policy changes and our board and management 
team continue to reflect our ‘community of interest’.

I am proud to confirm that Baltic Creative CIC is a woman-led 
board with an even split of women and men represented, and 
that this is inspiring other local, regional and national boards 
to increase their diversity. Since our Economic Review in late 
2014, Baltic Creative has added a further two board members 
– Ben Clay (Property) and Peter Lunt (Finance). Along with 
the rest of our board, both Ben and Peter have contributed 
significantly to the development of the business in the last 
two years, including securing investment for our new £2.6m 
scheme at 61-65 Norfolk Street. 

We need to reflect the changing nature of our sector while 
ensuring additional board appointments help to achieve the 
company’s plans for growth. We expect to appoint additional 
Board members in 2018 to help shape and protect the 
company into the future. These appointments will further 
increase the diversity of the board and reflect the increasingly 
international trade of our tenants, which tenant feedback 
confirms has risen from 30% in 2015 to 57% in 2017. 

International inspiration
In September 2017 the board travelled to Norway for Oslo 
Innovation Week. The trip gave directors the opportunity to 
review ways in which other cities support their CDI sectors, 
see new spaces, experience new management structures and 
agree our updated 2018-2021 Business Plan. It was also a 
fantastic opportunity to meet new friends and expand Baltic 
Creative’s international reach.
Joining the team was Andrew Beattie (Northern Lights and 
Baltic Creative tenant), Kevin Horton (architect for 61-65 
Norfolk Street) and Becky Pope (a representative of the Baltic 
Triangle Area Company). With their help the results of the trip 

will inform and shape our business over the next three years. 
Of course, our own model continues to be an inspiration to 
others all over the world. In the last two years Baltic Creative 
has received no less than 100 international delegations 
wanting to know more about the Baltic Creative CIC Model. 
Our model, in which the CDI sector collectively own our assets 
through the CIC, remains unique. It allows the community to 
benefit from the value they create, rather than being moved 
out once values rise and private developers cash in, as is so 
often the case. 

Representatives of Baltic Creative have shared our story 
at more than 50 national and international conferences, 
events and launches. Locally, staff and Board members have 
helped shape the thinking, and provide on-going support for 
emerging local schemes. These include the Maker Community 
in North Liverpool, The Fabric District in the Knowledge 
Quarter and Wirral’s aspirations to deliver a creatively-led 
regeneration of Birkenhead. We also contribute to strategy 
development in both the Liverpool and Manchester City 
Regions whilst continuing to take inspiration from our CIC 
Model and sharing its incredible value to our sector and the 
Liverpool City Region.
 

Thanks
Baltic Creative has continued to develop new friendships 
and relationships in the last two years. I’d like to thank all our 
tenants, partners, funders, suppliers and staff for their support 
through what has been an extremely busy 24 months. The 
Creative and Digital Cluster in the Baltic Triangle continues 
to grow and Baltic Creative and its tenants remain at the 
heart of that change. As a board, we know that without all 
these people, businesses and organisations our ambitions 
for the sector’s growth wouldn’t be realised and we would be 
presiding over lots of empty sheds!

So thanks for all your continued support. We have some very 
exciting years ahead.



Northern Lights 
launch event

The last two years
When I look back at the period 2015-2017, I see an incredibly busy two years full of 
opportunity and challenges for Baltic Creative. The launch of our new Business Plan 
early in 2016 helped focus the operational activity of the business on ‘footprint growth’ 
to meet the growing needs of the sector. This is evidenced by an incredibly strong 
waiting list and expected sector growth. 

Our decision to further grow our footprint, through a commitment to property and 
place here in the Baltic Triangle until 2021, is helping secure our initial £5m investment 
in the area and helping continue to support the growth of the Baltic Triangle as a 
creative and digital cluster. Any emerging cluster needs nurturing and support for it to 
establish itself and grow. The Baltic Triangle is still in its infancy but the opportunities 
are incredible!

The commercial property scene in Liverpool City Centre continues to be competitive 
as traditional landlords see the growth of the CDI sector and are moving vigorously 
into the space. The launch of numerous co-working spaces and additional footprint 
dedicated to the CDI sector is on the increase across the city.

The core Baltic Creative offer is still uniquely defined by our Community Interest 
Company (CIC) status. Given the CDI Sector own our assets through the CIC, we see 
continued sector buy-in and commitment from both our existing tenants (renewing 
terms) and those interested in moving into our space. Demand has never been stronger. 
Our focus on the CDI Sector, our CIC status, location, our management approach and 
flexible space continues to make our offer unique and appealing. 

Managing Director’s Statement
Mark Lawler



2014 -15

£304,988

2015 -16 

£368,014

2016 -17 

£409,738

2017 -18 
£497,544

2018 -19 
£800,000

Revenue 
Growth

estimated, 
including Northern Lights

The numbers
Whilst income is strong, cash-flow has been managed tightly 
as we continue to reinvest heavily into our property, and 
pipeline projects. The three additional developments will help 
our gross revenues reach £800,000 by March 2019 rising to 
£1m by March 2020 with the addition of 61-65 Norfolk 
Street our new Digital Tech Hub.

We continue to work with North West Housing Services, who 
provide asset management, financial and loan facilities for 
reinvestment. This is done through a co-operative model, 
where NWHS annual profits are shared back to its members 
including Baltic Creative CIC.

While our transactional banking remains with the NatWest, 
we are also working with Charity Bank to finance our new 
development at 61-65 Norfolk Street where they are providing 
a £1.85m loan facility. Charity Bank’s status, staff and their 
understanding of our aims and ambitions align comfortably 
with ours and we look forward to developing this relationship 
into the future. As the numbers show, Baltic Creative revenue 
growth is strong. However, in the coming two to three years 
our investment in pipeline development will require us to be 
vigilant and manage our income and expenditure tightly.

The challenge
As the Creative & Digital sector continues to grow it is expected 
to create 10 times the number of jobs of other sectors. With the 
likely creation of 80,000 new tech jobs in the next three years 
here in the North of England, the challenge for Baltic Creative and 
Liverpool is how many of those jobs can we attract to the city.

We’re confident that our plans will help draw a strong number 
of those new high value jobs into our pipeline digital tech 
developments at 61 - 65 Norfolk Street (Phase 1) and 2-6 Jordan 
Street (Phase 2). The two new schemes are adding 40,000 sq/
ft of bespoke designed and developed digital tech space, to be 
delivered in 2018 and 2019/20 right here in the Baltic Triangle.
To improve our chances further we will work with existing and 
prospective tenants through the design/development process 
to ensure the space meets their needs and aspirations. 

We’ve seen our footprint grow from 45,000 sq/ft to 118,000 
sq/ft - that’s a 138% increase in just two years, and remained 
100% let throughout. That growth has come from three 
new schemes delivered at 16 Jordan Street, a redeveloped 
22 Jordan Street and our new artist-led space at Northern 
Lights. These developments have been delivered with a mix of 
funding with total borrowing at £610k. We are now working 
with an additional 34 companies and 70+ artists through this 
additional space. 

16 Jordan Street
£150k NWHS Loan / £40k Baltic Creative CIC
22 Jordan Street
£150k NWHS Loan / £50k Baltic Creative CIC
Northern Lights
£310k Social Investment Business Loan / £90k Baltic Creative CIC

We set up a Special Purpose Vehicle for the Northern Lights 
project to acquire the new lease at the CAINS Brewery Village. 
We did this to protect Baltic Creative CIC and also provide a new 
identity for the artist-led space. Our Northern Lights Scheme 
has presented plenty of challenges but this community of 
artists, makers, writers and musicians are consolidating and 
the launch of the new Café Tusk, and Constellations’ new 
venue The Hinterlands in late 2017, will ensure this scheme is 
fully let and ready to thrive into 2018.

We’ve also received feedback from our tenants and their 
staff about how we can improve services across Baltic 
Creative. We’ve taken on board those comments and 
continue to reinvest in the existing footprint with increased 
broadband bandwidth at no extra cost to tenants, new 
site security and additional cameras, new parking layouts, 
toilet block refurbishments, painting programmes, meeting 
room improvements and a new meeting room at 22 Jordan 
Street. We’re also investing in improved signage, new heating 
solutions, continuing support for the McKeown/Rice Public 
Art Plinth and exhibits in our Shed meeting room.



The support
Our Business Support Programme, The Baltic Creative 
Masterclass, was developed after tenant feedback confirmed 
certain barriers to growth, and it continues to support our 
tenants today. These annually identified barriers inform our 
content for the events and, working with The Liverpool & 
Sefton Chamber of Commerce, we seek to ensure that tenants 
obtain advice and support which can help them sustain 
themselves and grow.
We will work with new partners in 2018 to expand the 
programme in the hope we reach businesses we’ve not yet 
reached. We are hoping these collaborations with The Arts 
Council, Liverpool Sound City and LJMU Censor City will add 
further business support for tenants who have yet to access 
our levered support. 

Thanks
I would like to offer special thanks to all the Baltic Creative 
tenants and their staff. Our tenants’ ongoing commitment, 
investment into their space, drive to create jobs and wealth 
plus the support the businesses provide their staff, including 
many young people who are just entering the CDI sector, 
is a continued source of inspiration to myself and my team. 
Baltic Creative’s growth wouldn’t happen without their 
commitment and support. 

I would also like to thank the Baltic Creative Board and my staff 
team. We’ve had an incredibly busy two years and the ongoing 
support of the board and the management team has ensured 
we’ve delivered way ahead of our business plan projections.
I look forward to the next two to three years with great 
excitement at the opportunities for Baltic Creative CIC’s 
continued growth. We will of course need partners and your 
support - so I hope you can join us on our journey!
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Our tenant mix across 
a total of 153 companies

The team
As our footprint has grown we have also expanded our board. We’ve appointed two 
new board members; Peter Lunt (finance) and Ben Clay (property). The experience of 
our collective board has been invaluable as Baltic Creative has negotiated with various 
banks and developers to help shape our future investment. Further board appointments 
will follow in 2018.

We know 57% of our tenants trade internationally. This is up from 30% two years ago – 
and a massive 90% increase in the last 24 months. A new Board appointment in 2018 
will be made to reflect and support the international reach of our tenants.

As the business has grown our team has also grown. Existing staff have taken on more 
responsibilities and we’ve welcomed Mia Tagg, our new member of staff, at Northern 
Lights. We’re also planning a further two appointments in 2018. 

The tenants
Baltic Creative and Northern Lights now serve 153 companies representing jobs for 
around 500 people. Our tenants develop and market various products and services, 
but in percentage terms they can be classified according to the DCMS categories for 
the sector.

The team:
Mia, Chris, Alison,  

and Mark

Summer 
barbecue



“The last seven years has seen the Baltic Triangle area emerge as one of the fastest growing tech clusters in the UK. 
Given we now know through the Tech Nation report that 80,000 new digital tech jobs will be created in the next 
three years here in the North of England, its our job at Baltic Creative CIC to provide new, bespoke designed tech 
space for some of the businesses who will be creating those new jobs. Being the MD of a digital tech company based 
here in the Baltic Triangle it’s an incredibly exciting time for the sector and Baltic Creative CIC.”   Clemens Wangerin

Erika Rushton Chair
(Enterprise and Creative Economy)

Jayne Casey
 (Culture / Music)

 Peter Lunt
(Banking /Finance)

Bill Maynard
(Development /
Regeneration)

Clemens Wangerin
(Digital / Gaming)

Meet the Board

“Baltic Creative CIC continues to contribute proactively to the area agenda in the Baltic Triangle and our role 
is evolving. We will continue to use our CIC model to develop and invest in new space for Digital & Creative 
Industries, and we will look at new finance models to bring different types of space to the community we serve. 
Our partnerships with public and private developers and investors will shape not only our future, but the area 
too, so we need to harness the value created by the community to date. People travel from far and wide to see 
what’s been created here in Baltic. It’s special place-making story is only just beginning.”  Anna Heyes

Anna Heyes Company Secretary 
(Marketing / PR)

Fiona Armstrong-Gibbs
(Fashion / Education)

Ben Clay
(Property / Housing)

James France
(Arts / Culture)

Lynne Robertson
(Business Development / Education)



Entrance to 16 
Jordan Street

16  Jordan Street (completed June 2016)

In January 2016 Baltic Creative announced a 15-year deal to take 
on a 7,500 sq/ft vacant warehouse at 16 Jordan Street.

Working with Miles Pearson, owner of Pearson Architects (the 
practice behind a neighboring RIBA award-winning development 
at 12 Jordan Street), Baltic Creative CIC have delivered a new 9 
studio space. This scheme has added a further 5,809sq/ft of net 
lettable floor area to our footprint and is designed specifically 
for the Creative & Digital industries. Fully let on the day we took 
possession from the builder, this property represented Baltic 
Creative’s first step beyond its original 45,000sq/ft. 

The redevelopment of 16 Jordan Street was completed in June 
2016 and unlocked the development of 22 Jordan Street - a 
property owned by Baltic Creative. Upon the completion of 16 
Jordan Street, existing tenants from 22 Jordan Street decanted 
into the new space, allowing us to move onto 22 Jordan Street.

Our tenants at 16 Jordan Street include:
Damibu, Milexa, Mobile GIS Services, MIMSP & Digi Dom, 
Kitsune, Brighter Design, RokoPod, IronBird and the award-
winning procurement company Construction Impact 
Framework.

Loan funding: £150k
Source: North West Housing Services
Our investment: £40k

New Schemes Delivered 
2016 / 2017



22 Jordan Street (completed September 2016)

22 Jordan Street is a property owned by Baltic Creative and was 
refurbished in 2010. An uninspiring initial conversion, this was 
our chance to turn the building onto Jamaica Street and give it 
new life!

Given the success of our Shop Front Studios at 46 Jamaica Street 
our plans for 22 Jordan Street followed the same format – giving 
tenants a shopfront so they can put a face to their business, and at 
the same time lift the visual identity of the area. We created five 
new shopfront mezzanine spaces facing onto Jamaica Street, along 
with three ground floor studios. Again, all fully let on completion, 
these spaces have encouraged businesses to move their operations 
from Manchester and London into the Baltic Triangle.

Our tenants here include: Unit 3 Design, Milky Tea, Dorothy, 
Apposing, Novoda, Telecoms Cloud and Virtually Pop.

New Schemes Delivered 
2016 / 2017

Loan funding: £150k
Source: North West Housing Services
Our investment: £50k



Loan funding: £310k 
Source: Social Investment Business (via the Liverpool City 
Region Impact Fund)
Our investment: £90k 

Northern Lights 
CGI plans

Northern Lights (launched January 2017)

Northern Lights is an artist-led space operating out of 45,000sq/ft in the CAINS Brewery 
Village. Baltic Creative announced a 10-year deal in mid-2016 that would transform this 
disused canning warehouse into a range of innovative spaces for artists, designer-makers 
and creative industries.

Northern Lights is now a thriving artist-led hub containing affordable artist studios, 
gallery spaces, workshop units, music rehearsal space and log-burning mezzanine studios. 
The bespoke space is also about to launch a new central café and a large event space.

The Royal Standard, an artist-led gallery, studios and social workspace occupy a large 
portion of the space but they share the Northern Lights Building with Hub Artists, GoCre8, 
Wordscapes, Sort Rehearsal Rooms and a whole host of other businesses including 
filmmakers, printers, publishers, tattooists and textile designers.

We are committed to providing affordable artist-led space and supporting the growth 
of this well established community in Liverpool. Working closely with everyone at 
Northern Lights we are seeking Arts Council support to ensure we expand our property 
management role to include artistic curating and support. We feel that our staff can 
also bring programme support to the community of artists and hope to be able to work 
collaboratively to develop new and interesting artistic programmes designed, developed 
and delivered through the Northern Lights space. 

New Schemes Delivered 
2016 / 2017

The Brewery 
Village



Our Management Team and Board continue to contribute to 
a host of panels, workshops and leadership groups which help 
support, define, shape, develop and invest in the CDI sector 
in Liverpool. Baltic Creative CIC has itself supported, funded, 
collaborated and hosted over 230 events over the last two years, 
investing time, money and resources into a plethora of events 
and activities:

Baltic Creative Masterclasses
Baltic Creative Social Jams
Baltic Creative Summer Social & Xmas Socials
Binary Festival
Threshold Festival
Positive Vibrations Festival
Liverpool Sound City Festival
Baltic Triangle Area Company support
Agent Academy support
Innovators Hub support
Green Space projects
Baltic Schmooze Network support
McKeown / Rice Public Art Plinth curation
Baltic Arts Program support
Gallery Space across the estate
Brewery Village People support
Tech North event support
Creative England events
British Council European Hub Network 
Fabric District support
LJMU Project support
University of Liverpool Project support
Studio School Project support

Support and Events 
2016 / 2017

In addition, Baltic Creative CIC has hosted 100+ delegations 
from across the world that have led to new business and 
collaborations across the UK, Europe and Asia. The British 
Council have recognized Baltic Creative CIC and awarded it a 
European Exemplar Project Status for CDI Hub Development. 
We continue to work with our European friends through 
learning exchanges, so we can nurture and support the growth 
of the Baltic Triangle cluster. New programs in 2018 will see us 
partner with many of the organizations listed above and we will 
be working even more closely with The Arts Council, Sensor City 
and Liverpool Sound City. 



“Last year we launched the inaugural 
Binary Festival with the fantastic support 
by Baltic Creative. Binary is the newest 
conference and gathering for Liverpool’s 
digital & creative communities. We’re 
working closely with the Baltic team 
to hold the next Binary Festival in 
March 2018.”

Herb Kim  
Festival Director, Binary Festival and 
Board Director, Tech City UK

This collaboration, support and CDI sector contribution has 
been widely recognised, and Baltic Creative CIC has received 
three awards in 2016/2017: British Council European 
Exemplar Project status, Creative England 50 Company and 
Tech City Partner status. 

We continue to partner at all levels, something that is essential 
to achieving our growth plans.

Collaboration continues to underpin the creative and digital 
community. From shared space to shared services, to joint 
pitching and shared buying. Sector-wide cooperation is thriving.

At Baltic Creative CIC we don’t just pay lip service to the 
importance of collaboration. It’s the rock on which our business 
is built. We know 70% of our tenants collaborate in some form. 
We encourage this collaboration through the space we provide, 
the leases and contracts we sign and the events and activity we 
support. 

As we continue to support the growth of the sector 
through Property & Place we are exploring new innovative 
collaborative financial models which will see potential for 
tenants to invest not only in their business but also in their 
place of work. Baltic Creative is exploring commercial shared 
ownership models where tenants could buy a stake in their 
place of work or office. Collaborating with our tenants can 
help drive up their value and the sector collectively.

Baltic Creative CIC understands we can add value to the 
sector, not only through the property we own but more 
importantly by what we do. A collaborative approach with 
all our partners including property developers will ensure the 
sector continues to grow in Liverpool. 

Baltic Creative is currently working with a number of property 
developers to ensure the CDI sector’s growth is served 
not only in the coming two to three years but for the next 
fifty. Grown up collaborations and partnerships will ensure 
Liverpool’s Creative & Digital footprint offer will meet the 
ever-growing and changing needs of the CDI sector and also 
ensure Liverpool is seen internationally as an exemplar place 
for CDI businesses to locate and invest. 

Partnerships and Collaborations



Our annual Business Output Questionnaire made for excellent 
reading. These figures are driving the growth of Baltic Creative 
and the creative & digital cluster in the Baltic Triangle:
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Our Chair has already confirmed the business growth figures for the last 12 months:

Employment growth at 7% and turnover growth at 8%. 

An independent review of our GVA generated by the SMEs accommodated at Baltic 
Creative stands at £8.35 per annum, a massive increase of over 60% since 2014.
Whilst these figures are fantastic, the ambition our tenants have for further growth 
is even better. 

To March 2017 our BC tenants employed 332 ft/pt employees but project a massive 
18% increase on this figure to March 2018. When coupled with an extremely high 
projected turnover growth of 34% – rising from £11.73m in 2016/17 to £16.22m in 
2017/2018 – the Baltic Creative community will continue to grow, supporting the 
ever-increasing cluster of Creative & Digital Industries right here in the Baltic Triangle.

This expected growth manifests itself in a need for an additional 9,500 sq/ft of floor 
space from the existing tenant base. With 22,000 sq/ft of latent demand for Digital 
Tech Space already in place on our waiting list, we should see our new development 
at 61/65 Norfolk Street launch in September 2018 fully let. 

Although tenants have massive appetite for growth, they have again confirmed the 
issues that continue to be a barrier. They define these as: 

Baltic Creative will continue to invest time and resources into developing partnerships 
that try to address these barriers to growth. We have delivered a series of business 
support events including an established masterclass programme with Liverpool 
and Sefton Chamber of Commerce, numerous private sector business advisors and 
educators that all attempt to unlock and challenge these barriers. These collaborations 
will continue into 2018.

Economic Output

Access to finance
Employment ready graduates
Local and regional talent pool

£8.35m GVA 
Annual Economic Output

 into the LCR Economy



We annually survey our tenants and their staff to understand how we can improve 
services to better support their businesses. The results help us to develop a programme 
of works to address any identified issues and to consider potential changes in our 
service providers to better meet tenants’ needs.

85% of tenants rate their satisfaction with Baltic Creative as a 
landlord between Very Good and Excellent. 

We also survey our company owners about Value for Money at Baltic Creative.

A resounding 89% consider our rents, service charge and metronet 
as either Very Good or Excellent value for money. 

Tenant Survey Results

Continuous improvement
When we hear from our tenants about the need to improve we 
respond positively. Examples include:

Site security 
A new security team is now in place on the estate, including 
additional CCTV cameras
Parking 
New parking bays have been marked
Exterior site cleanliness 
A new contractor has been appointed with increased visits
Toilet and showers 
We’ve recently completed a refurbishment of all campus toilet and 
shower facilities
Broadband 
We’re currently served by a Metronet 300mbps contended service 
across the estate – works are currently under way to increase the 
supply to 500mbps at no additional cost to tenants

Our tenants’ feedback:

“Baltic Creative are the best. 
They are beyond excellent. 
The way they go above and 
beyond is truly appreciated. 
All the things that you 
do and organize are really 
appreciated and enjoyed. 
From the little things like free 
tea and coffee, to the bigger 
things like reassurance and 
support, to creating a real 
neighbourhood feel around 
here via the social events. 
You’ve made us very welcome 
and included. Thank you.”

“We love being based here. 
Baltic Creative are great 
landlords… completely 
exceeded our expectations.”

“Being part of the community 
at Baltic is an essential lifeline 
to me and my business.”
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We also ask tenants if Baltic Creative has supported the marketing of their business 
in some way, and how we can improve this service.

 
We are sure we can improve on these figures into 2018. Our new Baltic Creative 
website, to be launched in November 2017, will further assist in our marketing & PR 
support of tenants.

We also like to understand how Baltic Creative helps tenants connect and collaborate. 
We know a massive 72% of tenants collaborate in some form but we know from the 
feedback that we can do more to connect tenants to other operators at Daresbury, 
Liverpool Science Park, DoES, The Women’s Organisation, FACT, Bluecoat and LJMU Sensor 
City among others. We will look to connect and collaborate with these organisations 
more into 2018. 

We had really positive feedback on the following events, activity and forums which we 
either deliver, support, share or host and as such will continue to do so into 2018.

Baltic Masterclasses, Baltic Jam, Baltic Schmooze Network, Summer & Xmas 
socials, Binary Festival, Agent Academy & Innovators Hub, BIMA, Light Night, 
Tech North, Threshold, Creative Kitchen

We also had really positive feedback on Baltic Creative’s contribution to tenants’ 
ability to attract new business and clients through our introductions, signposting and 
networking / connecting advice. Again Baltic Creative will continue to operate as a 
connector, lever and supporter of our tenant base. 

Tenants clearly identified key 
areas of support needed and 
also barriers to potential growth. 
Baltic Creative will look to 
challenge these in 2018 through 
the delivery and support of 
pertinent events and activities.
These include:

Graduate Employment, 
Apprenticeships 
and internships

 Access to funding and 
finance

 SEO / Web advice

 Marketing advice and 
support

Through our masterclass 
programme we will continue to 
challenge these barriers. Also, 
over a third of tenants offered to 
share their knowledge, skills or 
expertise in-house by running a 
business development workshop, 
masterclass or drop-in session. 
We will continue to work with 
tenants who are able and willing 
to share their expertise. 

Tenant Survey Results

 32% of businesses said they have received promotional 
support through our various platforms

 30% of businesses confirmed we have sponsored or 
endorsed a creative and digital event, launch, product, 
service or talent



Balance Sheet at 31/03/2017
Company Number: 6899293 (England & Wales)

               2017  2016

      £           £
FIXED ASSETS
Tangible assets      4,031,128                     3,837,478
Investment Assets       6                      5

        4,031,134             3,837,483

CURRENT ASSETS
Debtors       82,836             48,240
Cash at bank and in hand     52,179            187,989

    135,015            236,229
CREDITORS: 
Amounts falling due within one year 197,591            178,883

NET CURRENT (LIABILITIES) /ASSETS         (62,576)                   57,346

TOTAL ASSETS LESS CURRENT LIABILITIES    3,968,558             3,894,829

CREDITORS: 
Amounts falling due after more than one year    3,808,212             3,751,429

PROVISIONS FOR LIABILITIES AND CHARGES          160,346                143,400

       -              -

RESERVES

Income and Expenditure Account    -              -

    

Financial Report 
2015-2017

Below is an extract from our accounts of our income and expenditure for the year to 
31 March 2017 with comparative figures for 2016 together with our Balance Sheet 
and net asset position at 31 March 2017.

Baltic Creative CIC has a wholly owned subsidiary company Northern Lights 
Liverpool Limited that was incorporated 15 June 2016 and we look forward to 
sharing those accounts in future Annual Reports. The full accounts can be found at 
www.companieshouse.gov.uk

Income and Expenditure for the year ended 31/03/2017
         
           2017     2016
         
                         £              £
              
TURNOVER    497,554                 409,738

GROSS SURPLUS    497,554                 409,738

Distribution costs and selling expenses                   (26,203)                  (33,703)
Administrative expenses                    (461,965)               (376,164)
Other operating income              476           75 

OPERATING SURPLUS / (DEFICIT)        9,862         (54)

Interest receivable and similar income             161         144
Interest payable and similar charges  (10,023)         (90)

The company generated neither a profit nor a loss after taxation in the year ended 31 March 2017 (2016 £nil).



61-65 Norfolk Street 
Digital Tech Hub Phase 1 
Our ambition is to develop the Baltic Triangle’s first Digital 
Technology Hub, which we expect to attract companies 
working in growing markets such as VR, AR, IoT, eHealth, 
FinTech MADTech and Big Data. Once established, the scheme 
will support up to 30 companies and 150 people in work. 
The scheme will feature a variety of different sized studio 
spaces for rent, alongside collaborative break-out spaces, 
gather and brew areas, a meeting room and events spaces, 
café, co-working space and roof top terrace. 

2-6 Jordan Street 
Digital Tech Hub Phase 2
Baltic Creative CIC is working with a Registered Social Landlord 
to see if we can redevelop an existing Baltic Creative site and 
provide a new 25,000 sq/ft Commercial digital tech space, 30 
live-work spaces and new flats for rent and sale.

We are hoping this £20m scheme will transform thinking 
around what residential space can be delivered in the Baltic 
area. We are speaking to business owners about the idea that 
they can not only provide a place to work for their staff but 
also a place to live, with access to one of the fastest growing 
tech / creative clusters in Europe.

Our live-work space will give businesses the opportunity to 
rent a bedroom in a purpose-designed environment, where 
their staff will connect/live with other people from a vast 
range of creative and digital industries and also connect with 
an established and growing network and community. 

If you’re new to Liverpool in the CDI sector, where better to 
live and work than the Baltic Triangle?

61-65 Norfolk 
Street (CGI)

2-6 Jordan
Street

The future looks incredibly bright for Baltic Creative CIC. Our plans over the next three years 
are to deliver two new digital tech Spaces. These two new schemes will provide space for 
50 new digital tech companies through bespoke designed and developed tech space. 
These spaces will serve that ever-increasing demand and need for new tech space right here 
in the Baltic Triangle.

The Future
Plans for 2018-2021



If you’d like to join the Baltic Creative cluster, 
contact Mark Lawler at

Baltic Creative CIC
Baltic Creative Campus
49, Jamaica Street
Baltic Triangle
Liverpool

L1 0AH

info@baltic-creative.com
0151 708 2840
www.baltic-creative.com
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Baltic Creative will launch an updated business plan 
in early 2018, confirming how we will continue to 

develop our footprint over the following three years. 
By 2021, we expect to be occupying close to 160,000 sq/ft.

This space will be developed in a bespoke format to support 
subsectors of the CDI sector. That means specifically designed 

spaces for artists, makers, musicians and digital businesses. 
These businesses, whilst operating under the CDI banner,

require very different things from their workspaces. 

Our plans for the future will ensure we continue to develop
 space that meets those very specific sector needs. 

Our board and staff team will also grow to support 
our tenant base and community.

Our new schemes will support the growing need 
for digital tech space and ensure we attract as many 

high-value jobs to the Baltic Triangle as possible. 

We will, of course, need partners and your support 
so we hope you can join us on our journey!



BALTIC CREATIVE CIC
BALTIC CREATIVE CAMPUS  49  JAMAICA STREET  BALTIC TRIANGLE  LIVERPOOL  L1 0AH
info@baltic-creative.com  0151 708 2840   www.baltic-creative.com


